
Class :- II

Syllabus of Session 2021-22



M onth

No. of 

Teaching 

Days



April 22



M ay 20



June 15 days



July 25



August 23



September 25



October 21



November 19



December 25



January 17



February 23



M arch 24

*Subject to change



Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Subject:- E.V.S. (Th Blue Planet, Book 2 with practice assignm ent)



Topic



M yself

M y Body

Types of Families



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Food

Health is W ealth



Periodic Test

Houses and Houses

Air and W ater



Seasons

Time to Dress Up



First Terminal

Days to Celebrate



Neighbourhood Services

Occupations



2nd periodic test

Directions

Time



Our Green Friends

Animals

W orld Around Us



Let's Communicate

It's Time to Travel



Safety Rules



Revision and Final Term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Subject:- E.V.S. (Th Blue Planet, Book 2 with practice assignm ent)



Oral



M y Favourites

M ore bout me growing older

Family and relation

Role of Family members

Types of families



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Need for food

Sources of food

M eals eaten in a day

Personal cleanliness

Proper food

Healthy food

Golden eating habits



Need for a house

Names of types of houses

Name of part of a house

Name of different rooms in a house

Uses of air and water

Sources of water



Names of the main seasons

Short seasons

Features of different seasons

Clothes and seasons

Need for clothes

Uniform and costume

Types of fiber



Significance of festivals

Names of different types of festivals



Term neighbours and neighbourhood

Names of neighbourhood services

Term profession, names of different 

helpers, people who sell things, 

people who entertain us



W hat is direction?

W hat is day and night?

Names of the four main directions

M ap

Compass

Names of parts of the day



Name, types of plants

Useful things we get from plants

Types of animals

Homes and young ones of animals

New terms herbivores, carnivores, 

scavangers

Names of various landforms and 

waterbodies



Reasons for travelling

Types of transport

Names of unusual vehicles

M eans of earlier and modern 

communication

M eans of mass communication



W hat causes accidents

Safety rules to be followed on road, 

in home, in school and other places

First aid

Importance of traffic signal, zebra 

crossing, over bridge and sub-ways



Revision and Final Term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



W ritten



Fill in the blanks

Choose the correct answer

Answer in brief

M atch the following

True and false



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Tick the correct option

Define the terms

Answer in brief

Fill in the blanks

True and False



Fill in the blanks

M atch the following

Answer in brief

Define the terms

W rite yes or no



Answer in brief

M atch the following

Fill in the blanks

Tick the correct option

True and False

Cross the odd one out



Tick the correct answer

Answer in brief

M atch the following

Fill in the blanks

Circle the odd one out

Name the festivals



Answer in brief

Circle the correct option

Unjumble the names of helpers and 

neighbourhood services

Cross the odd one out



Tick the Correct answer

Names of the month with 31 days, 30 

days

Fill in the blanks

Unjumbling the letters to find out 

the names of direction, months and 

days



Fill in the blanks

Answer in brief

Define the terms

Solve the riddles and name the 

animals

True and False



One word answer

Answer in brief

M atch the following

Tick the correct option

Fill in the blanks



Tick the correct option

Fill in the blanks

Answer in brief

Define first-aid



Revision and Final Term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



Activities



W riting about "myself"

Fingerprints

M aking a collage on growing older

Finding the words from grid related 

to topic - "M y Family" and "M y Body"



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Complete the web chart

Color the food items that you think 

are good for you

M ake a chart of do's and don’t's for 

good health

Unjumble the names of food items

M atching the items to the purpose 

they are used for



Label the different parts of a house

M atch the tools to the person who 

uses them to build a house

Look at the pictures and name the 

houses

W ho am I?

W eb chart of uses of water

Colour the picture in which air is 

being polluted

Paste the picture of objects that fly 

in the air

Draw a kachha house and a pucca 

house



M atch the clothes to their correct 

seasons

Look at the picture and name the 

coorect season

Circle the winter clothes and colour 

the summer clothes

Identify these people by looking at 

their uniforms

Complete the given series

Draw and colour a rainbow



Completing the chart of a religion, 

festival and place of worship

Identifying the festivals with help of 

pictures

Draw and colour a beautiful rangoli 

pattern



Look at the pictures and name the 

neighbourhood places, places of 

worship and helpers

Collect the picture of people of 

different occupation and paste them 

in your scrapbok

Draw the tools used by different 

helpers



Label the four directions

Look at the diagram given and tick 

the correct answers

Draw the pictures of two landmarks 

near your house

Number the pictures correctly in a 

proper sequence to your daily 

activities according to the time



Finding the words from the grid 

related to parts of plants and names 

of landforms

Complete the chart with examples of 

parts of the plants we eat

Name and colour the aquatic animals

Colour the land portion in green and 

water portion in blue



Identify the means of transport and 

communication with the help of 

pictures

Arrange the vehicles from slow to 

fast

Circle the vehicle with wheels

Find the modes of transport and 

means of communication in the word 

search grid

Find the names of three English and 

three Hindi newspapers distributed 

in your locality



M atching road signs to their 

meanings

M aking first-aid box

Colour the pictures which show that 

safety habits are being followed 

Drawing traffic lights and labeling 

what it says



Revision and Final Term
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Syllabus of Session 2021-22

Nam e of Teacher:- Satinder Kaur



Developing skills



Classification

Learning more about themselves

Recall information

Enhance curiosity 



Happiness and creative classes were taken.



Knowledge of interdependence

M aintaining personal hygiene

Learning terminology

Recall the information

Brainstorming

Classification and identification

Differentiation

Understanding need of food



Analyse the needs of house

Knowledge of interdependence

Promoting a conservation ethic

Classification and identification

Vocabulary

Experiment related to propertie of 

air



Classification and identification

Enhance Curiosity

Vocabulary

Comparison

Analytical skills



Differentiation of festivals

Respect for all religions

Classification and identification

Friendly behaviour

Unity



Curiosity and awareness about 

surroundings

Developing positive attitude

Identification

Appreciation

Sensitivity

Showing concern for environment

Sharing and working together



Curiosity and awareness about 

surroundings

Identification

Understanding terminology

Creativity



Visual discrimination

Curiosity and awareness about 

surroundings

Solving evironmental problems

Promoting a conservation ethic

Enhance Vocabulary

Visual discrimination

Sensitivity

Concern for the environment

Analytical skills



Promoting a conservation ethic

Curiosity and awareness about 

surroundings

Knowledge and understanding about 

our environment

Differenciation and identification



Developing positive attitude

Enhancing vocabulary

Analyse situation that cause 

accidents

Learning safety rules to be followed 

at different places

Identification of road signage
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